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Seeing the United Kingdom (U.K.) establishment swept by ultra-nationalist celebration -- on the verge of exiting the European Union (E.U.), is a damning testament of the House of Commons capacity to commit a grievous war-crime without any attentiveness to potential bloodshed; cause by the breakout of British nationalism after the E.U.’s decision to acknowledge the U.K.’s departure from the bloc. Aiming to reinvigorate a largely symbolic country; instead, succumbs to a malignant neo-capitalism which inflates a revered trade route to an excessive preponderance. Furthermore, the norm set, by the Tory-establishment, has compelling repercussions for the British government, e.g., Scottish members of parliament asserting their national independence; Britain’s inability to actualize a formidable trade agreement without the cooperation of a crumbling European nation-state and a United States coup-de-tat by corporate multinationalism.

Even as Boris Johnson moves to get “Brexit done:” the defining will of the “people,” the disunion of the U.K. has unveiled widespread political resentment; Britain’s economic non-sustainability, its inability
to preserve the British international standard, and its incapacity to guarantee a discipline armed forces which can withstand nuclear warfare, i.e., without first establishing a strong global military alliance. Moreover, from the ashes of conflict and genocide into the Second World War, the international order is confronted by a defiant nation-state that fails to recall historical credibility.

Willing to admonish the United Nations Security Council, the United Kingdom is enchanted by a confuse state of mind that cannot distinguish between the failed policies of Friedrich Hayek’s classical economic theory and the awful decision-making that led up to the violent breakdown in the Eurozone; consequentially, by a mass freak-out that sabotage the Euro-currency, i.e., for purposes of publicity and bureaucratic ideology. Inclined to wager Britain’s predominance; yet asking for dead bodies to compile throughout the Euro area; resulting from a civil conflict and a sense of odious nationalism to achieve an economic advantage.
The I’s to the right says yay; a factuality, but the ides to the other end comprehend the onset of absurd theatrics at the House of Commons -- an ominous criminality which incites neo-expansionist supporters to pillage, plunder, and burn the bedrock of cosmopolitan cooperation. Though carrying out a lethal formulation of social organization; that is nonetheless, intolerable to economic tranquility and world peace.

The British government poses as a civilized constitutionality; but at a growing specification, transitions into a fraudulent meritocracy. Marginalized by meritocratic fraudulence, the House of Commons becomes an example of absurd theatrics manifesting as economic decadence and political unreason. While demonstrating a delirious and outrageous impersonation to the federalist ordinance (a requisite to the aristocratic historicism of the European nation-state and its cultural tradition).